Dear Sirs,

Acceptance of Detector

I refer to my interim reply of 8.8.2002 on the captioned subject.

The proposed use of the following detectors, which were certificated by the Underwriters Laboratories Inc. (UL), is considered acceptable to this Department:-

Manufacturer       Firefighting Enterprises Ltd.
Type                Projected beam smoke detector
Model               50R and 100R
Testing Standard    UL Standard 268 (Fourth Edition)
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Please note that the above acceptance is subject to :-

i. all conditions as stipulated in the above-mentioned test report being complied with;

ii. the installation conforming to FSD Circular Letter No. 1/2002 Rules for Fire Detection and Alarm Systems for Buildings; and

iii. the components used in the installation being compatible.

Yours faithfully,

(LAU Kwai-shan)
for Director of Fire Services
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